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The COVID-19 pandemic has upended traditional models of education and health care. Despite having a well-established evidence base, videoconferencing and related technology (i.e., “teletechnology”) were rarely utilized by most speech-language pathologists (SLPs) prior to March 2020. As operations were forced to move online, there was a rapid, unprecedented, and near-universal adoption of teletechnology for service delivery and clinical education. However, there was little time for program modification and training. Nine months later, we have settled into the transition and are able to reflect on the evidence base and benefits of operating through a new modality.

This report outlines a simple framework to demonstrate commonalities in SLP clinical supervision and early intervention service delivery, as well as the potential translation across therapeutic fields. We summarize the historical use of technology in SLP clinical supervision and service delivery, specifically, how it can be leveraged to support processes, outcomes, and access. Although SLPs are trained to serve the full range of clinical populations, we focus on their role in early intervention (i.e., services for children from birth to age five). We expand upon the current research evidence with practical discussions of quickly-developing anecdotal support for innovative practices, including “screenless coaching” and “silent supervision.” Although there are significant benefits to teletechnology, we conclude by recognizing the limitations and discussing needs for future research. This review is written from the perspective of two experienced SLPs; however, the discussion is relevant to other therapeutic fields.

Introduction

Speech-language pathologists (SLPs) serve individuals across the lifespan, with diverse needs related to speech, language, social communication, cognition, feeding, and swallowing. As in the related fields of
counseling, teaching, occupational therapy, and physical therapy, supervised clinical experience is an integral component of SLP training. Graduate students must complete at least 400 hours of supervised experience, as well as a nine-month Clinical Fellowship, to be eligible for certification by the American Speech-Language and Hearing Association (ASHA). In addition to ASHA certification, clinicians must also meet state licensure requirements in each state in which they practice.

**Clinical Supervision**

In traditional, in-person models of clinical supervision, the supervisor observes student-led sessions in real-time from the same room, a one-way mirror, or video feed. If in-session guidance is warranted, the supervisor must physically enter the room and interrupt the session. This model of direct supervision has been shown to be effective for developing trainee competency. However, one limitation of traditional in-person supervision is that immediate feedback is not always possible due to time and scheduling demands. Trainees report that receiving structured and timely feedback after each session is imperative for their professional development, and there is strong empirical support relating the effectiveness of feedback with its immediacy.

**Early Intervention**

Speech or language impairment is the most prevalent disability category for young children. Of the 773,595 preschool-aged children who receive services under the Individuals with Disabilities Act, 42.4% have primary needs in the areas of speech and language. Over the last two decades, best practices for early intervention have shifted from client-centered to family-centered treatment. Within a family-centered model, the SLP indirectly serves the child by building capacity within the family. Outcomes are best when intervention is delivered in the child’s natural environment by their authentic interaction partners. Therapists and caregivers collaboratively set goals and plan treatment, but caregivers are the primary implementers of intervention. Parental self-efficacy—or a caregiver’s feelings of competence and confidence in their ability to support their child’s development—is increasingly considered a key outcome of early intervention. Parental self-efficacy is positively related to their involvement in treatment and their relationship with the therapist. Although SLPs consistently report adhering to best practice standards (i.e., using a family-centered model of care and delivering service in home or school setting), research involving direct observation tells a different story. In practice, SLPs often drive the encounters while caregivers take a backseat in treatment planning and implementation.

**Teletechnology**

Even before high-speed internet became widely available, low-tech devices (e.g., landline phones) have been effectively used—as early as the 1950s—for distance supervision and treatment in diverse fields, including speech-language pathology, counseling, psychology, education, dentistry, and medicine. Since the early 2000s, advances in videoconferencing and related technology (i.e., “teletechnology”) have been used in speech-language pathology to enable therapy sessions no matter the distance between the client and the provider. Using a widely available personal device with internet and video capability, such as a laptop or smartphone, the therapist and client are able to engage in the virtual equivalent of face-to-face therapy. We refer to this as “telepractice” in speech-language pathology, however readers from other fields may know telepractice by its synonyms: telehealth, telemedicine, teletherapy, and telerehabilitation. In 2005, ASHA approved telepractice as a viable service modality for providing speech language pathology services at a distance. Telesupervision (also called distance supervision, e-supervision, or cyber supervision) was introduced around the same time as telepractice. Through a videoconferencing platform, the supervisor observes student-led sessions and delivers feedback either
in real-time or following the session. Teletechnology has the potential to address some of the limitations of in-person arrangements, specifically the immediacy of feedback in clinical supervision and the adherence to family-centered models of care in early intervention. Before reviewing how teletechnology has been leveraged in speech-language pathology and related fields, we propose a simple conceptual framework to understand the relationships and processes at play in clinical supervision and intervention.

Conceptual Framework

Although early intervention and clinical supervision clearly involve different populations, they share similar roles, processes, and aims. Our simple framework (Figure 1), based on the bioecological model of development, delineates these relationships and the factors that affect them. This framework translates to any field that employs indirect therapeutic relationships in their clinical training or service delivery (e.g., OT, PT, and education).

Figure 1. Relationships between interaction partners in (A) parent coaching and (B) clinical supervisory models.

There are three roles in indirect therapeutic relationships: an influencer (e.g., clinician or supervisor), an implementer (e.g., caregiver(s) or student clinician), and a participant (e.g., child or other client; see figure 1). The participant is directly affected by the implementer, and the implementer is directly affected by the influencer (respectively represented by the dark gray circle and light gray square in Figure 1). The only interaction between the influencer and the participant is indirect, via the implementer. The competencies and internal states of respective interaction partners impact their contributions to the interaction. Likewise, the environment can have a facilitatory or inhibitory effect on the individuals and the success of the interaction. The vignette presented in Figure 2 illustrates an example of how individual-level and environmental factors impact the therapeutic interaction.
The ultimate goals of early intervention and clinical supervision are the same: to discontinue the need for influencer participation, leading to implementer independence and eventual participant autonomy.9,10,32

In their role, implementers develop greater skill and independence through experience. Influencers support this development by sharing feedback and encouraging self-reflection during and after the therapeutic encounter. Figure 3 depicts the cyclical nature of these processes.

**Figure 3. Process of implementer learning and development through cycles of experience, reflection, and feedback surrounding the therapeutic encounter.**

The cycle begins with the implementer’s plan or expectations (A), which are shaped by personal knowledge and experience, as well as guidance from the influencer. As the implementer engages in the interaction with the participant (B), their plan and expectations may be adjusted following self-reflection (C) and/or external feedback (D&E). In traditional in-person interactions, the influencer must interrupt...
the interaction to deliver real-time feedback (D). Interruptions may inadvertently cause negative consequences such as decreased implementer confidence, reduced therapeutic alliance, or simply a disruption in the flow of the interaction.

With teletechnology, the influencer can provide the implementer with real-time feedback at any point in the cycle without participant awareness and with minimal disruption to the interaction (E). The influencer can deliver discrete audio feedback to the implementer by “turning off” their video feed and speaking directly to the implementer via headphones. In the context of early intervention, we refer to this as screenless teletherapy because the child is unaware of the therapist’s presence behind the computer screen. The influencer can also deliver discrete text-based feedback by “turning off” their video feed and sending a private text message to the implementer. In the context of clinical supervision, we refer to this as silent supervision because the student clinician can choose when to read the suggestions and the client is typically unaware of the frequency and nature of the influencer’s participation.

Teletechnology in Clinical Supervision and Early Intervention

Despite having over two decades of evidence, until recently, teletechnology was not widely used for treatment or clinical supervision in speech-language pathology. Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, only about 10% of SLPs reported receiving telepractice training in graduate school, and 5% provided services via telepractice (compared to more than 60% in May 2020). ASHA standards require SLP supervisors to complete professional development related to clinical supervision but there are few continuing education courses specific to telesupervision. Among SLPs familiar with telepractice, few reported experience supervising graduate student clinicians using teletechnology, and nearly all reported that additional training is required for telepractice. Clearly, many SLPs likely felt underprepared and overwhelmed when COVID-19 forced an abrupt uptake of teletechnology. In a survey administered in May 2020, about 60% of SLPs reported challenges related to delivering clinical services via telepractice. Although their challenges are not to be minimized, we know from the long line of research in this area that there are many benefits associated with telepractice and telesupervision. As therapists, students, and clients become more familiar with teletechnology, positive anecdotes are beginning to appear on blogs and in social media. Recent surveys indicate patient and provider satisfaction with telepractice across disciplines. Below, we briefly summarize the literature and share innovations from our own supervisory and clinical practices.

Clinical Supervision

One benefit of telesupervision over in-person supervision is the ability to provide discrete, immediate feedback with minimal session interruption. In the earliest implementations of technology-aided supervision, supervisors observed students from a nearby location via one-way window or video feed and provided “play-by-play coaching” through an earpiece or headset worn by the student (i.e., “bug-in-the-ear” or BIE feedback). In terms of developing trainee competency, studies from the field of education indicate that BIE supervision is just as effective, if not more effective than delayed in-person feedback. Trainees generally report satisfaction with BIE assisted training, however, they also report that it can be difficult to simultaneously process competing auditory streams from the client and the supervisor. Led by the fields of counseling, psychotherapy, education, and speech-language pathology, visual applications were developed to display text-based feedback on a monitor, tablet, cell phone, or smartwatch (i.e., “bug-in-the-eye” or BIEye feedback). Controlled comparisons between BIEye and traditional in-person feedback have not yet been conducted in speech-language pathology, but there have been a handful of trials in psychology, education, and counseling. Across fields,
BIEye supervision is reported as acceptable and feasible by supervisors, trainees, and clients, yielding comparable or superior therapeutic alliance, and comparable or superior trainee skill development.

I (the first author) began to supervise graduate student clinicians using teletechnology in June 2020. I primarily used silent supervision, or telesupervision with feedback delivered in short text messages, to provide real-time BIEye feedback related to all aspects of the therapeutic encounter (e.g., praise for specific intervention techniques, suggestions for managing behaviors). The vignette presented in Figure 4 provides an example of silent supervision in action.

![Figure 4. Silent Supervision in Action](image)

A graduate clinician is working with Eric, a 22-year-old with a pragmatic language deficit secondary to autism. He has difficulty understanding social situations and participating in conversation. The clinician starts the session with a solid plan. She's going to pull up pre-recorded videos of mock conversations to have Eric identify breakdowns in communication. She explained her rationale to me before the session—she has to be able to identify when things go wrong in an interaction before working on his own conversations in real time. Sounds great! In the first video example, there's a painfully long pause between conversational turns. The clinician stops the video and asks Eric, “Was this a good conversation or a bad one?” Eric gives a thumbs up. She responds, “Hmm, why do you think so?” He returns a blank stare. The activity is clearly too hard for Eric, but the clinician pushes through two more video examples. Rather than burst into the treatment room or wait to give feedback in a post-observation conference, I pull up the Chat box on Zoom to send a private message to the clinician—“Does he need visual support?” Without missing a beat, she brings up the Whiteboard feature and gives Eric the scaffolding he needs. Eric has no idea that I've interrupted, and the session continues on.

Although some messages were longer, particularly if the student requested clarification, I tried to follow recommendations from the BIEye literature, keeping messages to ten words or less. Overall, students reported that they were able to read, process, and implement in-session feedback with little difficulty, and this is in line with previous research findings. However, one student seemed to over-rely on the chat feedback and often read suggestions verbatim without displaying evidence of critical thinking. In response to this challenge, we developed an effective system in which I added a “?” before comments that were intended to be suggestions and might require more time to process, and an “!” before comments that were imperative to maintaining a successful session and could be read aloud verbatim. I initially anticipated that student clinicians would have long, unnatural pauses in the therapeutic encounter as they read text feedback. However, students quickly adapted and developed effective strategies with little direct instruction. Students reported only looking at the chat during natural pauses in the session and tried to display a “thinking face” rather than a “reading face” to keep the client engaged as they processed the feedback. If more time was needed to read the comments, students were forthright with clients, saying something like, “let’s pause for just a minute.” On average, these overt disruptions occurred fewer than one time per session and did not seem to impact the therapeutic relationship. If needed, supervisors should keep in mind other strategies, such as only providing feedback on a select number of target behaviors, to further reduce cognitive load and potential ambiguity.

Although I still met with students periodically for traditional post-observation conferences, students came into discussions with deeper reflections and more independent problem solving since they had already reflected on in-session feedback. In my experience, this hybrid approach required a considerable time investment from both parties but was still more manageable than holding long individual conferences after each session.
Regardless of how feedback is delivered (i.e., BI-Eye or post-teletherapy session conference) there is compelling support for telesupervision in terms of student perceptions and outcomes. In a comparison between virtual and in-person supervision for SLP trainees, Carlin et al.\textsuperscript{53} reported that students in the telesupervision group perceived that they received adequate supervision, feedback, support, and communication. Students who receive telesupervision cite increased feelings of autonomy as well as ease and flexibility in scheduling observations with supervisors.\textsuperscript{53} Studies in speech language pathology and related fields such as counseling also report positive outcomes related to student perception of supervisory working alliance and self-efficacy.\textsuperscript{53-56}

Finally, telesupervision also offers a potential solution to a critical shortage of SLP supervisors\textsuperscript{57-58} which is a disproportionate dilemma in certain geographic regions, especially rural settings and developing countries.\textsuperscript{27,57,59} Telesupervision allows supervisors greater scheduling efficiency by eliminating travel time and costs associated with visiting off-site placements.\textsuperscript{53} Using teletechnology, the supervisor is able to watch sessions in real-time from the same building, home, or even another country. The benefits of increased access also extend to seasoned SLPs. Speech-language pathology is a broad field, and expert consultation is often sought for unique or complex patients. Both seasoned SLPs and trainees can use teletechnology to connect with researchers and expert clinicians for case consultation.

**Early Intervention**

Although teletechnology was first implemented in sessions with adult clients, applications with school-aged children and early intervention populations soon followed. With older children, a direct therapy model is most common—caregivers may observe the session and help manage behaviors “on the ground,” but the clinician is the primary implementer of intervention. For anyone who works in early intervention, the challenges of telehealth as applied to children younger than 5-years-old quickly became obvious as COVID-19 closures began. The research says teletherapy works, but how does one keep a child in front of the screen long enough to teach them something? What if they don’t respond to direct interactions from the therapist? Although there is evidence that young children can learn from interactive screen time (e.g., video chatting), face-to-face interactions still provide superior learning outcomes for this population.\textsuperscript{60,61} Further, given growing concern that media use interferes with cognitive and behavioral development,\textsuperscript{62-64} and that a family-centered model is considered best practice for children younger than school-age,\textsuperscript{5,10}, an indirect, parent coaching approach is most appropriate for telepractice with early intervention populations. Similar to in-person treatment, clinicians using telepractice work with families of young children through parent coaching, online training, and consultation.\textsuperscript{65-67,66} Teletechnology adds helpful distance between the therapist and the child. This distance may facilitate greater fidelity to best practice guidelines (i.e., parent coaching rather than direct therapy with the child) and allow parents to develop more agency in the process.

There is largely positive support for parent-coaching implemented using teletechnology, both in terms of child outcomes and clinician and parent satisfaction.\textsuperscript{65-71} For example, in a matched group design study conducted by Behl et al.,\textsuperscript{69} young children with hearing impairments received intervention using a parent coaching model either in-person or using teletechnology. Both groups made significant improvements in language and auditory skills, with a slight advantage for the teletechnology treatment group. Therapists in the teletechnology group were rated as more responsive to the caregiver, and caregivers were more engaged than those in the in-person treatment group. Analyses were adjusted for number of sessions and session length; however, it is also worth noting that families in the teletechnology group were better able to adhere to the treatment schedule. In an uncontrolled investigation conducted by Kelso et al.,\textsuperscript{72} parents reported that they appreciated that visits could occur even in situations that would prohibit in-person sessions (e.g., severe weather). Teletechnology saves travel time not only for providers and supervisors, but also for clients with access, mobility, or transportation challenges.
For all its benefits, telepractice is not without its limitations. Nearly all studies using teletechnology report some degree of participant frustration and interruptions in implementation due to internet connectivity or other technological issues.\textsuperscript{37,73} Although intervention delivered via teletechnology yields positive child and parent outcomes, many families still prefer in-person therapy over telehealth services.\textsuperscript{74} Despite positive child-level outcomes, parents who participated in the study conducted by Kelso et al.\textsuperscript{72} reported that they were “somewhat satisfied” or “somewhat dissatisfied” with coaching delivered in virtual home visits. When asked to elaborate, one complaint was that it was uncomfortable to see themselves on camera. Alternative modalities, such as audio-only coaching (i.e., screenless teletherapy), may improve parent satisfaction but have not yet been studied in the context of telepractice early intervention.

Systematic comparisons of various coaching modalities (i.e., two-way video call, audio-only, or text-only) have not yet been conducted. Unlike silent supervision, in which visual-only feedback is thought to be superior to BIE auditory-only feedback,\textsuperscript{23,42} in parent coaching, interpretation of competing auditory information is likely more feasible due to differences in participant characteristics. First, young children are highly mobile, so it would be difficult for the implementer to carry and attend to a device displaying text-based feedback. Second, there is less competition for dual-stream auditory processing given the limited verbal abilities of most children in early intervention. To date, there have been few published studies examining the combination of BIE and teletherapy techniques and to our knowledge, none specifically in the field of speech language pathology (see Artman-Meeker et al.\textsuperscript{75} for an example from the behavior analytic literature). I (the second author) moved my early intervention private practice to telepractice in March 2020. I anticipated that if we attempted to implement parent coaching using two-way videoconferencing—in which therapist interacts with the parent but is still within the child’s view on a computer screen—the child would vie for the therapist’s attention and the opportunity to engage with the device. To eliminate this possibility, I opted to go “screenless.” The vignette presented in Figure 5 provides an example of screenless teletherapy in action.

\textbf{Figure 5. Screenless Teletherapy in Action}

As Ray, a three-year-old with delayed language, enters the playroom, the laptop catches his eye. It’s open, but there’s nothing to see. The screen is dark. He keeps walking. I say to mom, “See if you can get in his way and playfully catch his eye.” When mom moves in front of Ray, blocking his path, he looks up at her. “Move!” I say. “Move!” repeats mom. Ray just looks and continues walking. “We’ll try it again,” I say to mom. She blocks; Ray looks; Mom says, “move!” and after a pause, Ray says, “moo!” “Again!” I say, and they repeat the cycle, smiling and laughing with each other. Although I can see the room, my video is turned off, and Ray can’t see me. He also can’t hear me through the wireless headphones that mom is wearing. I’m coaching mom to use an evidence-based language elicitation strategy, “screenlessly” working on Ray’s language goals, and Ray has just learned a new word.

Unlike traditional videoconferencing configurations, the therapist’s video is not displayed to the parent or child via computer screen during screenless teletherapy.\textsuperscript{33} Instead, teletechnology is used solely to provide the therapist with a visual of the room and of the parent-child dyad. Wireless headphones and cell phone technology enable BIE feedback and allow for two-way communication between the therapist and the parent without the child’s awareness of the therapist’s presence. Anecdotally, parents have reported feeling more empowered, in control, and less stressed about their children’s communication and behavior after engaging in screenless teletherapy. Intuitively, it makes sense that parents would experience improved self-efficacy as they spend more time directly interacting with their child and less time watching an “expert” help their child. In terms of the child’s response, I have observed fewer disruptive behaviors from children with this format compared to parent coaching using a two-way video feed. In-session data
related to children’s speech, language, and behavior have been equivalent—and in many cases superior to—in-person or teletherapy parent coaching using two-way video feed. Finally, another benefit of using telepractice with this population has been improved access to the family culture. Perhaps because a physical visitor is not coming into the house, families seem to feel more relaxed and less pressured to artificially adjust their behavior based on the presence of the clinician.

In addition to being an effective method of service delivery, teletechnology creates other benefits related to improved access and efficiency. Similar to the benefits discussed in relation to telesupervision, teletechnology can increase access to therapy services for those who live in rural, remote, or otherwise underserved areas. Telepractice also allows for optimization of frequency and intensity of service delivery. Typical in-person speech-language pathology sessions are 30-60 minutes, once to twice per week. Shorter and more frequent sessions—which would not be feasible with in-person service delivery—are easily accomplished using telepractice (e.g., 10-minute parent coaching provided multiple times per week). There is some support for cost savings associated with early intervention delivered via teletechnology compared to in-person formats; however systematic cost analysis with more diverse populations and broader demographic regions is needed.

**Limitations of Teletechnology**

The benefits of teletechnology in early intervention service delivery and clinical training are abundant, though not without limitations. From a methodological standpoint, much of the research in this area is qualitative, relies on convenience sampling, or lacks proper experimental controls. More comparisons between in-person and teletechnology-aided intervention are needed, especially in the form of randomized controlled studies. There is a strong foundation of support for the use of BIE, and BIEye feedback within in-person sessions. However, it is possible that certain populations or intervention targets might be better addressed through teletechnology using visual-only or auditory-only coaching. More research is needed to compare feedback methods and compare costs associated with in-person versus teletechnology-aided sessions. In terms of client perceptions and experiences using teletechnology, some stakeholders may believe that services delivered via teletechnology are substandard to in-person care. Buy-in is a necessary component of any intervention. Given the widespread use of teletechnology due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it is possible that attitudes toward effectiveness of teletherapy will continue to improve with increased familiarity and use.

In terms of social validity, challenges persist related to access, training, regulations, and privacy. Although 85% of households within developed countries have internet access at home, staggeringlly disproportionate access negatively impacts families with lower incomes, people who live in nonmetropolitan areas, and those who live in developing countries. Even for those with access to personal computers and high-speed internet, frustrating technological glitches are an inevitable side effect of teletechnology. In terms of student training, technological glitches can be a critical problem given that students are legally and ethically required to have a certain amount of direct oversight by an experienced clinician. Likewise, restrictions due to state licensure laws and health insurance reimbursement for teletherapy sessions complicate practical applications of service delivery using teletechnology. Many states prohibit clinicians from supervising or treating without a license for each state in which they and their clients reside. Some emergency interstate compacts have been enacted; however, laws lag behind the practical needs of those on the ground. Clinicians must also be aware of privacy regulations and ensure that services are delivered through a platform that meets privacy standards. The functionality of free HIPAA compliant platforms (e.g., Doxy.me) can be limited, and more sophisticated platforms with secure versions (e.g., Zoom) are cost-prohibitive for many practitioners.
Although teletechnology has been used effectively in the field of speech-language pathology for decades, most practitioners did not have the training and experience needed to make a rapid shift to teletechnology when necessitated by COVID-19. Access to continuing education—particularly in the area of telesupervision—is needed for practitioners to develop confidence and competency with a new modality.

**Conclusion**

It is only in the past two decades or so that advances in technology have made its accessibility and use in daily routines feasible at scale and at distance. For all its tragedies, COVID-19 has quickly changed the landscape of telepractice. With widespread and near-universal adoption of teletechnology have come innovations in early intervention service delivery and clinical supervision. As the pandemic persists, comfort and ease of use of teletechnology is only likely to improve among all stakeholders. It is increasingly clear that we, as a society, are not going “back to normal.” We are establishing a “new normal” in which teletechnology has a permanent place in intervention and clinical training.
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